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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to determine the dimensionality of semiconductor 
nanostructures, the confinement size (a) is compared with 
the exciton Bohr radius (aB) as a criterion of the degree of 
confinement. For example, well layers with a thickness 
smaller than the exciton Bohr radius (a < aB) are considered 
to be strongly confined, where the confined electrons and 
holes show a two-dimensional nature. On the other hand, as 
confinement size becomes larger than aB, it is difficult to 
confine individual electrons and holes. In this case, excitons 
defined in the center-of-mass coordinate are confined as a 
single particle. These are known as center-of-mass exciton 

(CMX) confinement states. Because the total exciton mass 
is larger than the individual electrons and holes, the CMX 
confinement states are finely-spaced, within a few meV. In 
early work, the weakly confined CMX levels were observed 
in photoluminescence (PL), photoluminescence excitation 
(PLE), and reflectivity spectra [1-5].

While the thickness of two-dimensional quantum well 
structures ranges from a few nm up to several nm, an 
order-of-magnitude wider wells are used for the CMX 
confinement states. For example, the thickness of CdTe 
(50 nm and 100 nm) in CdTe/CdMnTe and CdTe/CdZnTe 
were far larger than the exciton Bohr radius of bulk CdTe 
(aB ~ 6 nm). Although the CMX confinement states can be 
resolved spectrally, a large difference between the exciton 
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diameter and the confinement size brings into question 
whether the confined CMX can still be considered two- 
dimensional [1-5].

The confinement dimensionality can also be investigated 
in terms of a density of the states (D(ε) ~ εβ), where the 
exponent β shows different characteristic values for three- 
dimensional (3D) bulk (β = 0.5), two-dimensional (2D) 
quantum wells (β = 0), and one-dimensional (1D) quantum 
wires (β = -0.5), respectively. When thermally excited 
excitons are relaxed along the exciton-polariton dispersion, 
temperature dependence of the radiative recombination rate 
is proportional to the population ratio of excitons near the 
bottleneck range with respect to the thermally distributed 
excitons. As the intra-relaxation of thermally distributed 
excitons is affected by the density of states, the confinement 
dimensionality gives rise to a temperature dependence of 
radiative recombination time (τr(T) ~ Tα). This method has 
been verified experimentally in 3D bulk (α ~ 1.5), 2D 
quantum wells (α ~ 1), and 1D quantum wires (α ~ 0.5) 
[6-11]. However, time-resolved PL of the CMX confinement 
states has never been measured so far [12].

In this work, we have evaluated the confinement 
dimensionality of a CdTe/CdMnTe heterostructure in terms 
of temperature dependence of radiative recombination time 
(τr(T)), where CMXs (2aB ~ 12 nm) are weakly confined in 
a wide CdTe well (a ~ 144 nm). When the temperature is 
low ( 12 K), we found that CMXs are likely localized 
possibly due to the interface fluctuation, resulting in a 
constant τr ~ 350 ps. However, with increasing temperature, 
they show a linear temperature dependence (τr ~ T). 
Therefore, the confined CMXs can still be considered a 
two-dimensional case.

II. METHODS

A single layer of CdMnTe/CdTe/CdMnTe heterostructure 
was grown by molecular beam epitaxy along the (100) 
direction. The structure was deposited on a ~4.2 µm 
Cd0.9Mn0.1Te buffer layer, and the same Mn concentration 
was used for the barriers. The CdTe layer consists of 445 
monolayers, and the thicknesses of ~144 nm was measured 
by reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) 
oscillations [13]. Time-integrated PL and time-resolved PL 
were measured under excitation of ~100 femtosecond laser 
pulses, where the central wavelength was tuned near ~700 
nm and repetition rate was 80 MHz. For a long-term time- 
resolved PL, we used streak camera system. For a relatively 
short-term decay of the intra-relaxation, we utilized an 
excitation-correlation technique. The sample was mounted 
in a temperature-controlled cryostat.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As shown schematically in Fig. 1(a), the CMXs are 
weakly confined in a relatively large size (~102 nm), which 
is a range in between 3D bulk and 2D quantum well 
structures. Therefore, the CMX confinement states look 
quasi two-dimensional, and we used the terminology of 
heterostructures for the CMX confinement states instead of 
quantum wells. With a thin CdTe quantum well (<10 nm), 
the excitons shrink significantly along the confinement 
direction. On the other hand, in a thick CdTe layer (a = 

144 nm), the exciton shrinkage looks minute compared to 
the size of spherical excitons in bulk (2aB ~ 12 nm). 
Nevertheless, the wavelength of the CMXs are determined 
by finite CdTe well-size sandwiched between two potential 
barriers of Cd0.9Mn0.1Te. In thin 2D quantum well structures, 
separate confinements of electrons and holes should be 
considered. However, the CMXs are the case of a single 
particle confined in a wide potential well (Fig. 1(b)) [1-5].

Figure 1(c) shows PL spectrum at 4 K. PL peaks at 
1591.5 meV and 1593 meV were known to be donor-bound 
excitons (D0Xs) and charged excitons (Xc), respectively [14]. 
Along with a dominant PL peak near 1595 meV, several 
fine peaks are also seen with a few meV separation at the 
high energy spectrum up to 1602 meV. It is noticeable 
that the CMXs were excited within a potential well by 
using the tuned laser wavelength (~1.77 eV), whereby 
trapping of photo-induced carriers can be avoided near the 
well-barrier interface. Otherwise, the fine PL peaks of the 
CMX confinement states become blurred. Given potential 
well depth (~350 meV) and width (144 nm) of Cd0.9Mn0.1Te/ 
CdTe/Cd0.9Mn0.1Te, the CMX confinement levels can be 
estimated. For the total mass (MX = me

* + mhh
*) of CMXs, 

the effective mass of the electron (me
* = 0.088m0) and the 

heavy-hole mass (mhh
* = 0.60m0) were used with the electron 

rest mass m0. The light-hole excitons 12.3 meV above the 
heavy-hole excitons are ignorable. Assuming that the 
wavefunction ΨN(z) of the Nth-confined CMXs is zero for 
|z|>a/2, the even and odd symmetry form of ΨN(z) are 
proportional to cos(Nπz/a) and sin(Nπz/a), respectively. 
However, the transition probability rate (W = |C|2|FN(kph)|2) 
also needs to be considered, where |C|2 includes the dipole 
matrix element and the oscillator strength, and FN(kph) is 
the Fourier-transformed function of ΨN(z) at the photon 
wave vector near the exciton-polariton bottleneck (kph). For 
even and odd numbers of N, the Fourier components are 
given by,

, (1)
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+whereby the decrease of PL intensity for N can also be 
explained [1-5].

In order to obtain kph, the CMX-polariton dispersion was 
calculated as shown in Fig. 1(d). Given the transverse 
frequency of excitons (ωT = (Eg - EX

b)/ħ) below the band 
gap (Eg = 1.604 eV) of CdTe with the exciton binding 
energy (EX

b = 10 meV), a parabolic exciton dispersion can 
be described as ωX(k) = ωT + ħ2k2/2MX. Regarding light 

dispersion with the electric permittivity  

becomes detailed according to the Lorentz model as

, (2)

where  is the background electric permittivity, and 
we ignored the damping coefficient  for simplicity. 
Given the longitudinal frequency ωL = 2.42 THz, we obtained 
the oscillator strength  [4, 5, 
15-17]. As shown in Fig. 1(d), two branches of the CMX- 
polariton dispersion were obtained, where an anti-crossing 
of the linear light and the parabolic exciton dispersion 
appears near the longitudinal (EL = ħωL) and transverse 
energy (ET = ħωT). While the upper-polariton branch (UPB) 
shows a photon-like dispersion ( ), the lower- 
polariton branch (LPB) is rather exciton-like (ħω ~ ħ2k2/2MX). 
It is noticeable that the transition probability rate W is 
determined while exciton-polaritons are relaxed along the 
stiff bottleneck of the LPB, where the wave vector of the 
LPB bottleneck (kph) is obtained. We found . 
Consequently,  for the odd numbered states 
(N = 1, 3, 5, ⋯), and only the even numbered (N = 2, 4, 6, 
8, ⋯, 18) states dominate. As shown in Fig. 1(d). We 
found that three (N = 2, 4, 6) CMX confinement states are 
involved in the dominant PL near 1595 meV, but the level 
separations are too small to resolve spectrally. Other excited 
fine levels in the PL spectrum were also identified up to 
N = 18 state. As N increases, the bottleneck energy becomes 
also increased. Nevertheless, the condition  still 
selects even numbered states for the excited states [3-5].

We have also investigated an intra-relaxation of the 
finely spaced CMX levels. While both streak camera and 
time-correlated single photon counting system are limited 
in time-resolution due to the instrumental response 
function (a few tens of ps), the excitation-correlation (EC) 
technique provides a population decay in a time scale of 
laser pulse duration (~100 fs) as shown schematically in 
Fig. 2(a). The first pulse gives rise to the population of 
electrons ne(t) and holes nh(t) of a certain confinement 
level at time t, and the second pulse with time delay τ 
generates ne(t + τ) and nh(t + τ). Therefore, each pulse 
generates time-integrated luminescence ∫ne(t)nh(t)dt and 
∫ne(t + τ)nh(t + τ)dt, respectively. However, τ-dependence of 
the EC signal results from the time-correlated luminescence 
∫ne(t)nh(t + τ)dt and ∫ne(t + τ)nh(t)dt, which is symmetric 
with respect to τ = 0 as shown in Fig. 2(b). As the decay 
of the EC signal is fitted by ~ exp[-t/τc], a characteristic 
time constant τc can be used as a measure of the CMX 
population decay. In Fig. 2(c), τc were obtained at the 
various CMX confinement levels in PL spectrum. In Fig. 
2(d), the EC spectrum shows a redshift for increasing delay 
time (τ). Those results can be attributed to a consecutive 
intra-relaxation between the fine levels, whereby τc becomes 
decreased for the increased CMX confinement level [18-20].

FIG. 1. (a) The center-of-mass excitons are weakly confined in 

an intermediate size (~102 nm) compared to strongly confined 

excitons of thin quantum wells (<10 nm) and unconfined 

excitons of bulk. (b) When a CdTe layer (a = 144 nm) is 

sandwiched between two Cd0.9Mn0.1Te layers, only the even 

numbered CMX confinement states (N = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, ⋯, 18) 

are dominant. (c) PL spectrum at 4 K. The dominant PL peak 

near 1595 meV is involved with three CMX confinement 

states (N = 2, 4, 6). (d) CMX-polariton dispersion.
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Temperature dependence of the PL spectrum was also 
measured in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c). By using two 
Gaussian functions, the resolution-limited three (N = 2, 4, 6) 
confinement states (X) and other (N = 8, 10, ⋯, 18) excited 
states (X*) were fitted, whereby peak energy shift (ΔEg) 
and linewidth broadening were obtained as a function of 
temperature. In Fig. 3(d), the temperature dependent peak 
energy shift (ΔEg) of X and X* were fitted by ΔEg = -α/ 
[exp(Tph/T)-1], where the two fitting parameters α and Tph 
correspond to the coupling strength of the phonon interaction 
and the Debye temperature, respectively. Additionally, the 
linewidth of X and X* were found to increase linearly for 
increasing temperature up to 35 K as shown in Fig. 3(e). 
In this case, the linewidth broadening is dominated by 
acoustic phonon interactions, and temperature dependence 
of radiative decay time (τr(T)) can be used to evaluate the 
confinement dimensionality [21, 22].

When excitons show a monotonic decay, the PL decay 
time (τ) is determined by radiative (τr) and non-radiative 
decay time (τnr), i.e. 1/τ = 1/τr + 1/τnr. In particular, the 
radiative transition rate of excitons (1/τr) is determined in 
the photon-like bottleneck range ( ) in Fig. 1(d), 
where the transition strength (FX ~ 1/τr) is proportional to 
the oscillator strength and the wavefunction overlap of the 
electron with respect to the hole. As the exciton-acoustic 
phonon scattering becomes enhanced for increased tempe-
rature, the transitions need to be considered within a spectral 
width Δ. Therefore, the statistical fraction contributing to 
the radiative transition is given by

, (3)

where D(ε) ~ εβ is the exciton density of states for a given 
energy (ε), and the power factor β depends on the 
confinement dimensionality. As a result, the power factor 
α of temperature dependent radiative decay time (τr ~ Tα) 
can be utilized to evaluate the confinement dimensionality. 
While three-dimensional confinement gives rise to τr ~ T1.5 
with β = 0.5, two-dimensional confinement shows a linear 
temperature dependence of the radiative decay time (τr ~ T) 
with β = 0 [6-9]. Given the quantum efficiency η = τr

-1/τ-1, 
radiative decay time (τr) can be extracted from the PL 
decay time (τ). Because PL intensity is proportional to both 
excitation rate (g) and quantum efficiency, I(T) = gη(T), PL 
intensity at a certain temperature I(T) normalized to that at 
a reference temperature (6 K) can be used as a relative 
quantum efficiency ζ(T), i.e. I(T)/I(6 K) = η(T)/η(6 K) = ζ

(T). As a result, temperature dependence of the radiative 
decay time can be obtained with a constant η(6 K) [23-25],

. (4)

 

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of excitation-correlation (EC) 

spectroscopy, where excitation of a delayed pulse pair gives 

rise to correlated emission signals (b). (c) Characteristic 

decay time (τc) for the excited CMX states. (d) Spectral 

intensity of EC signals for delay time (τ).
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In Figures 4(a) and 4(b), both X and X* show a 
monotonic PL decay for increasing temperature. By using 
Eq. (4), temperature dependence of the radiative decay 
time were also obtained for X and X* in Fig. 4(c). When 
temperature is lower than 12 K, X and X* show a constant 
radiative decay time of τr ~ 350 ps. This can be attributed 
to weak localization at the interface fluctuation, which are 
likely observed in II-VI heterostructures [26, 27]. However, 
as temperature is increased over 12 K, a linear temperature 

dependence (τr ~ T) is observed as an evidence of the 
two-dimensional nature [6, 7, 27]. The linear temperature 
dependence in two-dimensional confinement structures is 
given by τr(T) = 3MXkBTτ0/ħ2k02. As heavy-holes are dominant 
[28, 29], we found the intrinsic radiative lifetime τ0 ~ 45 
ps from the linear slope (~32 ps/K).

IV. CONCLUSION

When a thick (144 nm) CdTe layer is confined by 
CdMnTe, which is far large compared to the exciton-Bohr 
radius (aB ~ 6 nm), we found that the weakly confined 
center-of-mass confinement states show a linear temperature 
dependence of the radiative decay time as an evidence of 
the two-dimensional nature. Although the excitons are 
likely localized at low temperature (<12 K), the weakly 
confined center-of-mass excitons can be considered as a 
two-dimensional case for increased temperature up to 35 K.

FIG. 3. Time-integrated PL spectrum at 6 K (a), 18 K (b), 30 

K (c) are fitted with two Gaussian functions to analyze 

(American English) the resolution-limited three (N = 2, 4, 6) 

confinement states (X) and other (N = 8, 10, ⋯, 18) excited 

states (X*), whereby temperature dependence of the central 

peak energy (d), linewidth (e), and normalized quantum 

efficiency (f) are obtained.

FIG. 4. Time-resolved PL intensity of X (N = 2, 4, 6) (a) and 

X* (N = 8, 10, ⋯, 18) (b) were measured for increasing 

temperature, whereby temperature dependence of the radiative 

decay times (c) were also obtained. A theoretical model [28] 

(dotted line) of temperature dependent radiative recombination 

time (dotted line) was also compared, which suggest that the 

CMX confinement states show a two-dimensional nature 

when thermal energy is large enough ( 12 K).
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